Our Land
Innovative approach to protect
river banks from erosion
Through the Sustainable Land project, Nelson City Council is working with landowners
Russell Bailey and Bettina Bishop, and local contractors Peter Ruffell and Nelmac to trial
an alternative approach to bank protection on a Council-owned esplanade strip in the
mid-Lud River.
During most of the year, the Lud River in North
Nelson is a slow moving, meandering “stream”, which
rises in the hills behind North Nelson and joins the
Wakapuaka River by State Highway 6. On its journey,
the river passes through plantation forestry and
farmland. In times of heavy rain the Lud becomes
a different river altogether, eating away at river
banks and changing course as it goes. This is what
rivers naturally do, but can have negative effects on
property and productive land.

create a natural bird corridor along the edge of the
stream. The pools that form around the logs and tree
roots will provide habitat for fish and eels, and also
act as baffles to slow down the river flow and create
resting pools for fish.
A fish salvaging operation before construction
started found 24 longfin eels, 158 elvers, 11 bullies and
15 koura in this one stretch of river. The new bank
stabilisation work will provide a better habitat for
these fish and hopefully for rarer species including
lamprey.
Council will monitor this project over time to assess
its effectiveness in managing stream bank erosion
and habitat enhancement, and to learn how this
method might be applied elsewhere.

Nelson City Council has published
a new story map showing the work
that has been done to restore the
Wakapuaka River catchment.
Wakapuaka is home to a strong rural
community which cares deeply for its river.
Over the last two years, Council has been
working with that community, through
its Wakapuaka Bursting with Life and
Sustainable Land projects, to restore the
Mauri to the river and its surrounding area.
The Wakapuaka area hosts a wide range of
unique ecosystems. Thanks to the combined
efforts of local residents, community groups
and Nelson City Council the catchment
ecosystem is improving with native tree
planting, pest trapping and weed control.
The Sustainable Land project has seen
a series of landowner workshops hosted
by Council and the NZ Landcare Trust,
helping small block owners to develop Farm
Environment Plans for their property and
supporting tree planting for erosion control.
We’re now telling the story of that journey
through an online story map which captures
the natural and human history of the area,
as well as community activities and the
work being done to monitor the health of
the stream and support habitat restoration
and erosion control on private land in the
surrounding hills.

The Lud in flood conditions

Traditional erosion solutions have involved rock
armouring or rip-rap to hold banks in place. In some
cases, landowners have resorted to depositing rock
or concrete directly into riverbeds. This is a nonpermitted practice, which can negatively impact
river life by warming the water temperature and
preventing vegetation growing along the river edge
as well as causing more erosion downstream.

Telling the
story of a river
restoration

You can check out the story map at:

Groynes are tied back to stays secured in the river bank.
Straw mulch acts to prevent soil from being blown around
or entering the waterway until grass seed has germinated.

nelson.govt.nz/wakapuaka-story-map

The new trial takes an alternative approach,
installing timber logs as groynes or baffles (secured
by tying them back underground) along the
stream edge to deflect water flow, and a bypass
channel, which will take the over-flow in high water
conditions.
The timber logs have been recycled from trees
removed from road reserves as part of another
Council infrastructure project. They will help create a
more stable, natural stream edge.
Next winter, extensive planting will take place along
the river banks so that tree roots will eventually
replace the timber groynes as the trees grow. Noninvasive willow will be included in the initial plantings
to ensure rapid root growth, with the intention that
native trees will take their place long term. This will

Resting pools are created by the installation of timber
groynes that naturalise in the river, and deflect high
flows over the extended flood plain.

Find out more at
nelson.govt.nz

The Groynes will create a natural stream edge
and reduce erosion. Tree planting will create an
enhanced bird corridor.
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